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dissatisfies some profs
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Ray Laskowitt

President Bunzel officially opened the Spartan Pub by sipping the beer
that made SJSU famous.

Bunzel quaffs
first pub beer
By David North
"I think better and I work better
when I have a glass of beer on
hand," said University President
John Bunzel said as he quaffed a
beer at the grand opening of the
Spartan Pub at noon yesterday.
There is always a glass of beer or
wine present when he works on
university matters at home, he said.
The president was drinking Pabst
dark, one of the two cheapest beers
sold at the pub.
Entertainment was supplied by
Dwight Cannon, associate professor
of music, playing cornet and leading
a seven piece jazz combo.
While a considerable volume of
beer flowed around the room, Bunzel
commented that he was all for
having beer on campus. He even
invited Stanford students to come
here to drink if they can’t find
anywhere else to go.
"Some people think the job of a
university president consists of
supplying sex for the students,
football for the alumni and parking
for the faculty," Bunzel said.

PHONE: 277-3181

"Well, you can’t have everything,
but the Spartan Pub is a good start to
provide good fun for the students,"
he said.
The room was packed with people
as soon as the pub opened, all at
least 21 years rid. Identification was
checked at the door.
Some of the other attractions of
the pub will include two television
sets mounted on the walls for special
events such as the Superbowl or the
World Series.
But there are still facets which
have not shown up yet. Plans include
a bulletin board on a wall with cards
nearby that can be filled with
comments and suggestions.
Mike Emmerick, the pub’s
manager, did not want to disclose all
of his plans now, explaining that he
wanted to "keep a few surprises."
Representatives were there from
three network television stations,
KGO, KRON, and KPIX, as well as
reporters from the San Jose Mercury News, the Spartan Daily and
San Jose radio station KXRX.

By Ray Manley
SJSU President John Bunzel last
week took steps to reinstate Economics
Department faculty voting rights.
His move prompted some economics
faculty members to charge they are
still "second-class citizens."
Bunzel revealed policies that
department’s
the
reestablish
curriculum and graduate committees
but maintain three outside faculty
members on the seven-member personnel committee.
"Those I faculty members) who have
been fighting Bunzel’s disfranchisement are not satisified. We would
rather be totally disfranchised than
have this phoney stuff," said Dr.
Donald Garnel, professor of economics.
Garnel, along with several other
members of the faculty, last year
fought the removal of their voting
rights both in court and on campus.
Although some economics faculty
members were critical of the administration’s policies for the department, others were in favor of them.
Dr. James Willis, department
chairman currently on sabbatical,
voiced his approval of the policies.
Policies accepted
At last week’s meeting when the
faculty were told of Bunzel’s plans,
Willis made a motion to accept the
president’s policies. Willis’ motion
passed 8-0, with several members
critical of Bunzel’s moves abstaining.
Along with refusing to vote on Bunzel’s policies, many faculty members
would not allow themselves to be

nominated to the slots open on the members felt they were second-class
department’s personnel committee.
citizens, Bunzel said, "They
the
Garnel; Dr. Marvin Lee, professor of economics faculty) would not have
economics; Dr. Turley Mings, voted for it if they thought they were
professor of economics; and Dr. Martin second-class citizens."
Primack, associate professor of
Bunzel said he read all testimony and
economics, were each nominated but evidence on the Economics Departrefused their nominations.
ment over the summer ("I may be the
Garnet said he asked James Sawrey, only person on campus who has read
dean of the School of Social Sciences the entire record," he told the Daily)
and who conducted the meeting, if the and claimed it indicated the severity of
administration’s policies required the divisions in the Economics Departdepartment’s acceptance.
ment.
According to Garnel, Sawrey said the
Because of this division, Bunzel said,
new policies had been drawn up by the no plan could have satisified everyone
administration and were the depart- in the department.
ment’s guidelines for the next two
Charges denied
years. Department approval was not
Bunzel also denied charges that the
necessary for them to go into effect, vote in favor of his policies was the
Camel said Sawrey told the faculty.
result of "stacking" the department
Sawrey was ill yesterday and not last year with pro-administration
available for comment.
faculty.
Bunzel "happy"
He said just because some economics
Bunzel yesterday confirmed to the professors have found themselves in
Spartan Daily that faculty approval the department minority does not mean
was not needed and added he was "very it has been "stacked" against them.
happy" they approved the plan.
Outside faculty members have been
It indicates the department faculty is assigned to the department’s personnel
prepared to govern itself, Bunzel said. committee because that is the area
Bunzel made the decision on the where the department had the most
department’s new policies even though problems in the past according to Dr.
the Academic Senate at the close of last Hobert Burns,
academic vice
semester recommended the depart- president.
ment be ref ranchised and adopt its own
This decision was made "to smooth
policies for its self-governance.
the return to full refranchisement,"
Comparing his policies for the said Sawrey, in the press release andepartment to the senate’s, Bunzel nouncing the administration’s new
said, "This (the administration’s policies for the department.
plans) goes beyond most proposals."
Drs. Edgar Hornig, professor of
To the charge that many faculty history; Robert Hicks, professor of

Dr. Geoffrey Nunn and Betty Chu,
both in their second year at SJSU, were
picked to head up those committees
although several senior members e he
department were available.
Bunzel stripped the department
faculty of their voting rights last
September after recommendations by
two campus committees and the accreditation board.
The Academic Senate liaison committee spent the year reviewing the
situation and reported to the senate at
the end of last semester. The senate
voted to recommend that the department faculty be returned its voting
rights.

Women claim serious problems

Parents knock board and care homes
By Dennis Church
To the psychologists, psychiatrists,
and mental health professionals, board
and care residents are mentally ill.
But to their parents and friends, they
are human beings who could be cured
and instead are condemned by poor
programs and treatment to lose the
best years of their lives to mental
illness.
Hundreds of persons living in board
and care homes in the SJSU campus
area have been officially classified as
mentally ill, and many of them are
getting a rotten deal, according to
Marie Hibler and Liz Shaw, officers of a
newly formed group called Parents of
the Adult Mentally Ill.
"There are some very good agencies
and professionals," Shaw observed, but
the bad ones can do a great deal of
harm.
According to the parents, board and
care residents are not adequately

.,upervised after their release from
state mental hospitals.
While Shaw supports the idea of
reducing the number of patients in state
mental hospitals, she charges the state
"hasn’t done its part" in providing
essential follow-up care for the
discharged patients.
The law, Shaw explained, requires a
written aftercare plan, but "very few of
the plans are actually implemented."
This, she said, leads to a "revolving
door syndrome" in which patients who
can not handle the outside environment
without help must be readmitted to the
hospitalsat great emotional cost to
themselves and their families. Also at
great financial cost to the taxpayers.
But inadequate state funding of aftercare is only part of the problem.
The lack of training for board and
care home operators, the state’s failure
to develop or enforce adequate licensing of homes, profiteering, and the

bureaucratic and self-serving behavior
of some of the mental health
professionals all contribute to the
problem, according to the parents.
Patient’s attempts to be more independent are discouraged by the
structure of state assistance payments,
according to another group member,
Carol Valdon.
Most board and care residents
receive 6304 each month from the state,
said Valdon. This covers their board
and care payment, with a small
allowance left over for all other expenses.
If they move out of a board and care
home and into an apartment, Valdon
explained, their benefits are cut back.
This discourages independence,
Valdon pointed out.
Most persons discharged from state
hospitals still need expensive therapy,
according to Hibler. As long as they are
unemployed, these costs are covered by

Stadium
concert
damaging
There were a dvantages and disadvantages to the "Hot Fun in the Sun"
concert attended by over 20,000 people
last Saturday in the Spartan Stadium.
The advantage was the 610,000 the
Spartan Foundation, a non-profit
organization that raises money for the
SJSU athletic program, received for
scheduling the concert in the stadium.

medicare, she explained.
But should they succeed in finding
jobs, they often lose medicare benefits
and must then pay for therapy that
costs as much or more than they earn
on a job, Hibler said.
What most upsets the parents,
however, is the way mental health
professionals prevent them from involvement in their son’s or daughter’s
care and therapy.
"We parents are very interested. We
know them better than the people
treating them," said Shaw, "but we are
kept in the dark about their treatment.
We sometimes can’t even get in to see
the psychiatrists."
Hibler explained that while the main
purpose of the group is advocacy in the
intersts of the patients, they also serve
another important function.
"It gives us parents the feeling that
we are not alone," she said. "We have
spent many years without this mutual
support, but now we can give it to each
other."
The parents believe they have no
choice but to be advocates for their
children.
"Whatever it takes to put things right
for mental patients, we are going to do.
They can’t do it for themselves," Shaw
declared.
Parents of the Adult Mentally III is
part of a loose Bay Area Coalition
called Parents and Friends of
Schizophrenics.
Since its first meeting in April, the
group has grown to include 35 families,
she said.
The group’s program of "public interest advocacy" includes a project to
survey and evaluate all facilities and
programs serving the mentally ill.
continued on page 8

Student dies
in shooting

The disadvantage was damage to the
stadium which had not been fully inventoried yesterday.
In order to use the stadium, Ben
Reichmuth, director of the foundation,
explained there has to be a benefit for
the university.
Byron Bollinger, superintendent of
buildings and grounds reported
yesterday that there was damage done
to the stadium Saturday, though he
does not know how much yet.
Bollinger said that walls just painted
were now scuffed, fences were torn
down, seats broken, signs and
telephone wires down, maintenance
buildings broken into and 50-year -old
shrubs trampled.
Insurance paid for by the promoter
will pay for all damages to the staaium,
Reichmuth said.
see story on page 6

psychology; and Dean Cresap,
professor of political science, are the
three chosen to sit on the personnel
committee.
Hornig, Cresap and Hicks last year
served on the executive committee
Bunzel appointed to manage the
Economics Department after stripping
all rights of self governance from the
faculty.
Anthrop acting head
They join Dr. Donald Anthrop,
professor of environmental studies,
who has been picked acting head of the
department during Willis’ sabbatical
leave. Anthrop also served on last
year’s executive committee.
Another area of conflict that arose
with the "refranchisement" is the
administration’s choice of chairmen for
the department’s curriculum and
graduate committees.

Dee Alin Dail

The lively Latin rhythms of War brought the audience to its feet miring the
"Hot Fun in the Sun" concert last Saturday. Rod Stewart and Faces, Peter

Frampton and East Bay Stroke also entertained the crowd of over 20,000
people in Spartan Stadium. (See page six for related story and photo.)

Police are seeking two men who shot
and killed a 25-year-old SJSU student
Sunday morning during an argument
outside a market at 2932 Story.
Police Sgt. Jim Smith identified the
dead man as Richard Alnera, a resident
of West Hall.
Alnera died of a stomach wound at
Alexian Brothers Hospital at 2:39 a.m.,
several hours after the shooting.
Smith said the victim was in his car
near a 7-11 market when two men
"started hassling Alnera."
After Alnera got out of his car he was
shot, according to police.
Alnera, recently discharged from the
Navy, had moved here last week from
San Diego.
He was a first-year student at SJSU.
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Explanation due on promotions
President Bunzel has apparently struck a blow against
collegiality by returning 45 per cent of the money the
chancellor’s office allocated for faculty promotions at SJSU.
While all the facts have not yet come out, it appears the
administration never intended to spend all of the promotion
money it had requested from the chancellor.
In fact, President Bunzel promoted more professors than
the university promotions committee, the step below Bunzel
and Academic Vice President Hobert Burns, had recommended for promotion, according to Dr. Robert Sasseen, the
chairman of the committee.
Sasseen also said the university usually requests more
money for promotions than it plans to use.
Yet, the departments and schools are not even informed
how much money they can spend on promotions.
The committees at those level are left in the dark because
the most essential information is kept at the top-how many
promotions can the university afford to give out.
This is all coming out at a time when faculty morale is low,
something Bunzel acknowledged in his speech to the faculty
last week.
It also comes in the wake of Bunzel’s criticism last spring
of a lack of collegiality, which is the traditional sharing of

editorial
power in a university between administration and faculty.
But when Bunzel sent back such a large chunk of the
promotion money ( only one state university used a smaller
percentage of its allocations) it further alienated and
demoralized the faculty.
This action also furthered the belief that it is the president
that does not care about collegiality.
What Bunzel and the other administrators owe the faculty,
and the students, is a full explanation of how the promotion
money was spent.
If there is some tricky bookkeeping necessary to get
enough money for promotions out of the chancellor’s office,
that should also be explained. Without these explanations,
one is left with the surface impression that either the faculty
is of such poor quality that not enough deserving professors
could be recommended or that the administration has a
vendetta against the faculty.

As schools worry about survival
students have to set their own goals
By Ellen Linscott Lieberman
As students in the real world of 1975,
we must all face a set of circumstances
new to the prospective graduate.
It’s more than knowing that our
degrees won’t guarantee us a jobs. The
time we spend in school may actually
retard our growth toward maturity if
we don’t use it wisely.
I’m not speaking to the students who
already carry the double burden of
work and study. You have probably
experienced a disillusionment with
required courses that lead you on a wild
goose chase for a grade.
I’m speaking to those who float
through college on parent support,
scholarships or other forms of security
and meekly buy the school game
without challenging its usefulness.
Learning the school game may feel
like a real accomplishment, but unless

(

comment

you intend to pursue a career as a
professor or teacher ( good luck!),
you’ve accomplished very little of a
practical nature.
You may become an expert at taking
orders and learning to complete work
assignments, but can you think
creatively?
Is school teaching you to question the
system, to order your own thoughts,
develop your own values, get in touch
with your feelings, and form your own
lifestyle?
These qualities are absolutely
necessary to the individual living in a
society where there are no guarantees.
I fell strongly that today’s student has
a responsibility to himself above and

other

beyond achieving good grades.
We must learn to ask ourselves where
am I going, what do I want, and how am
I going to survive?
No one is handing anyone anything on
a silver platter, degree or no degree.
We must walk into classrooms with
goals, before we get our greensheets.
We must ask questions of our
professors that will help us learn to
think and develop our full potential.
As students, we must become advocates for ourselves, demanding and
actively pursuing the skills through
which we become strong, confident
adults.
Otherwise, we waste our time in a
self-perpetuating institution that
teaches us to follow orders, but is too
preoccupied with its own financial
difficulties to inspire our growth.

ideas

Assasination try raises doubts
about ability of Secret Service
John A.Ytreus
The scene was all too familiar. The
President of the United States was
campaigning down a sunny street on his
way to a speaking engagement.
As he casually pressed the flesh, a
happy Gerald Ford looked hopefully to
next year’s election battle. Everything
seemed to be running smoothly since
the crowd was friendly and very
receptive.
Suddenly, a spectator rushed out
from the curb carrying a loaded pistol
in her hand. Apparently before Lynette
"Squeaky" Fromme, a confidant and
follower of convicted mass murderer
Charles Manson, could fire her Colt .45
a Secret Service agent grabbed the
weapon and twisted it out of her hand.
Since the hair-raising incident,
questions concerning Presidential
security have cropped up. Why was
someone of Squeaky’s reputation unwatched and unmonitored by the law
enforcement agencies while the
President visited the state capital, and
is this laxity practiced throughout the
country?
Despite his expressions of confidence
and gratitude towards the Secret
Service, Ford must now be wondering

(

comment

)

how secure his life will be for next
year’s election.
After all, if someone of Squeaky’s
notoriety can come within two feet of
murdering him, then less noticeable
individuals might have better opportunities to buy a gun and get into a
closer position.
For those who followed the Charles
Manson murder trial five years ago, it
would be difficult to forget Fromme,
who has been the spokeswoman for the
family since its leader’s arrest.
She and fellow colleagues went to the
extent of shaving their heads and
carving crosses into their skulls to show
devotion to Charlie during the trial.
She has kept the family and its ideas
alive since Manson began serving his
term at San Quentin and has also led
the effort to grant him a re-trial of the
charges in the renowned murder case.
All of these facts concerning Squeaky
were fed to the Secret Service by the
FBI over the past few years.
But the men who are hired to personally
protect the
President

overlooked the report when Ford came
to the state capital.
The attempt points us that the
President of the United States is still
vulnerable to murder even after
another President, a U.S. Senator and a
civil rights leader have been shot within
the last 12 years.
Perhaps Treasury Secretary William
Simon, who has jurisdiction over the
Secret Service, should impress the fact
on his men that this country is tired of
viewing caskets in the East Room and
funeral trains and marches on their
television screens.
What happened last Friday was an
unforgivable slip on the part of the
Sacramento City Police, the state
police, the Secret Service, the FBI and
the President himself.
’Like John F. Kennedy, Ford waved
aside warnings to refrain from campaigning in a wide open area. This time
the result was different, but it warns of
probable disaster to come for any Chief
Executive in the future.
The news media and citizenry will
soon forget the incident as a minor
scare, but hopefully someone with
authority will do something while the
event is still fresh in their mind.

Bunzel version of Econ mess records a ’lamentable tale’
Editor’s note: Believing that students
will be interested In President Bunzel’s
account of the history of the controversy in the Economics Department,
we have reprinted it here from the
September issue of "For Your Information." This newsletter is titled
"Comments from the President’s office
on policies and issues concerning the
campus community."
After his review of all pertinent
materials, including the transcripts of
the Liaison Committee hearings and
the recommendation of that Committee
and the Academic Senate, the
President has authorized the re franchisement of the Department of
Economics. The reenfranchisement
provides that a majority of the
department’s personnel committee will
be elected by the departmental faculty.
All other department committees will
be formed and will function in the usual
way. While the Chairman of the
Department is on leave during the Fall
Semester, Dr. Donald Anthrop, former
Chairman of the Department of
Environmental Studies, will serve as
Acting Chairman for the Department of
Economics.
The background leading to the
refranchisement of the Department
follows this brief chronology of major
events:
April 4, 1974:
The University Promotions Committee recommends the "Department
be disfranchised from personnel review
functions in view of its unprofessional
review and evaluation of Dr. Marvin
Snowbarger..."
May 4, 1974:
The Western Association of Schools
and Colleges ( WASC ) recommends
"the central administration.. .use any
means available to remedy a sad and
highly unfortunate situation ( because ;
the departmental situation has
deteriorated to such a degree that the
quality of the educational program is
now in jeopardy..."
May 14, 1974:
After consultation with the Executive
Committee of the Academic Senate, the
President decides that the recommendations of the Promotion Corn-

mittee and WASC require a school-level
investigation and Academic Vice
President Burns is instructed to cause
such an inquiry. The AVP asks Dean
Sawrey to create a committee to review
"the Department’s compliance with
University policy" and to identify what
"positive and constructive steps could
be taken" to solve the problems in the
Department.
May 21, 1974:
A Faculty Review Committee from
the School, appointed by Dean Sawrey
in consultation with the School Policy
Committee, begins its inquiry.
May 29, 1974:
Lecturers Parnes, Landes, and the
United Professors of California seek
from the Superior Court a temporary
restraining order, preliminary injunction, permanent injunction and
declaratory relief from the University
on the grounds they are entitled to
probationary status, and that the
decision not to offer them another
appointment was illegal.
On July 24, 1975, the Court rejects the
claims, denying the plaintiffs’ "desire
to ’bootstrap’ their way into a
probationary position." The Court
states that "the disruption to the
University," should this be permitted
by the Court, "would so outweigh any
harm to the plaintiffs as to make a
mockery of any equity."
June 27, 1974:
The Faculty Review finds that "the
Economics Department has not conducted and cannot currently conduct its
affairs in a responsible and
professional manner" and recommends to the President that "the
department faculty (should) be completely excluded from departmental
governance" for one year and then
gradually refranchised over four more
years.
Sept. 3, 1974:
After extensive consultation, the
President decides to accept the
recommendations of the Faculty
Review Committee and to disfranchise
the Economics Department.
Sept. 30, 1974:
The Academic Senate reverses its
decision of May 30 and calls for an

investigation by its Liaison Committee
and, pending that Committee report,
the refranchisement of the Department.
October 3, 1974:
Professors Garnel, Lee, Mings,
O’Connor, and Primack file Notices of
Grievance against the President on the
grounds that the disfranchisement of
the Department was "arbitrary, that it
exceeded the scope of the President’s
authority, and it was lacking in
evidentiary support, and represented a
substantial departure from required
procedures which was substantially
prejudicial to the grievant( s )."
During the period October 25, 1974,
through February 13, 1975, in properly
convened grievance proceedings, no
committee finds for the grievants. ( One
hearing is denied, one grievance withdrawn.)
October 14, 1974:
The President gives the Liaison
Committee full access to all University
files and documents under the seal of
confidentiality, but declines to take
further
action
on
the
refranchisement of the Department until
the Liaison Committee report is
completed. The Liaison Committee
begins its inquiry.
November 25, 1974:
The Academic Senate requests advice and assistance from the Academic
Senate CSUC.
January 16, 1975:
Professors Garnel, Lee, Mings, and
Primack seek from the Superior Court
a writ of mandate, injunctive relief, and
declaratory relief on the grounds that
their actions as members of the
Department’s personnel committee
were not improperly discharged as
stated by the Faculty Review Committee, that the President exceeded his
authority in disfranchising the
Department, and that the disfranchisement adversely affected their
reputations and could not be taken
without a prior "Roth type" hearing.
The plaintiffs seek a Court order for
immediate refranchisement.
On May 30, 1975, the Court rules
against the plaintiffs on every count. It
concludes that "the action of the

University
President
did
not
specifically damage the good name,
reputation, honor or integrity of each or
any individual professor in the
Department. Rather, the action indicated that the Department, taken as a
whole, and as an entity was unable to
govern itself...) and) the Court is of the
opinion that plaintiffs have not shown
that they have suffered any loss of
reputation or good name. In fact, in the
opinion of this Court, the greater weight
of the evidence supports an oppositive
conclusion." The Court denies relief to
the plaintiffs.

The President is officially informed
that Professors Davis, Dowd, Landes,
Parnes, Southworth and Van Atta have
complained
to
the
American
Economics Association ( AEA) that
faculty members were terminated for
political reasons. An AEA Committee
on Political Discrimination requests
permission to collect information on
issues of fact. The President offers
cooperation and the Committee visits
the campus May 30-31, 1975.
On June 9, 1975, the President
receives the Committee’s report. The
confidential nature of the Committee’s
draft precludes a summary of its findings at this time.
May 9, 1975:
Nine faculty members of the
Department of Economics (excluding
the Chairman) inform the Academic
Senate that "just as disfranchisement
did not create the problems ( in the
Department), neither will re franchisement likely solve them," and
that "disfranchisement has proved
itself effective in the short run."

January 16-31, 1975:
Academic Senate CSUC resolves to
investigate and advise the campus
regarding the Economics Department
dispute. AVP Burns asks the Chairman
of the Academic Senate CSUC to consider that it would be "unwise and
improper for the University to participate in the kind of intervention
proposed" because on-campus dueprocess mechanisms and legal
proceedings against the University
May 12, 1975:
have not been completed.
April 2fi, 1975:
The majority of the Liaison ComAfter more than six months of in- mittee in its second report concludes
vestigation, the Liaison Committee by that "the President did not act arunanimous vote concludes that "the bitrarily," that his actions "fell within
President’s actions were legal and the scope of his authority," but that
procedurally proper (although)better "better procedures could have been
procedures could have been used"; that used
and
in
retrospect... "some kind of University intervention disfranchisement was an inappropriate
was justified to help revolve serious solution." The majority report
and persisting internal difficulties in recommends that the Department
the Department ( but that) in retrospect should be refranchised if the Departdisfranchisement appears to have been ment
should
be
refranchised
an ineffective solution"; that "the if the Department is willing "to abide
Department should be refranchised by
University
policies
and
as of September 1975, or as soon as a set procedures." The minority on the
of written policies and procedures for Liaison Committee concludes that "the
the governance of the Department has School Review Committee Report was
been drafted and approved"; and selectively
implemented,"
that
declares "we most strongly urge disfranchisement was inappropriate,
unamended acceptance (of these and that "the Department should be
conclusions and recommendations) by refranchised immediately."
the Senate and approval by the May 19, 1975:
The Academic Senate recommends
Senate." But the Academic Senate
declines to accept the unanimous report "refranchisement
following
a
of the Liaison Committee. Instead it declaration of the willingness of the
directs preparation of a new report by faculty of the Economics Department
to abide by established University
the next full Senate meeting.
policies and procedures."
May 5, 1975:

July 25, 1975:
Dean Sawrey recommends to the
President and the Academic Vice
President the refranchisement of the
Economics Department with the
placement of a minority of faculty
members from outside the Department
on its personnel committee, but in all
other respects free to govern itself in
accordance with University policies,
and the appointment of Professor
Anthrop as acting chairman for the Fall
Semester.
August 10, 1975:
Vice President Burns endorses the
plan proposed by Dean Sawrey and
recommends its implementation. He
notes that "no procedures will work if
the Department does not want them to.
But I think, despite all the rhetoric, that
the Department can begin to work
together and that Dean Sawrey’s plan is
a good start."
This chronology records a lamentable tale. Even the most casual observer must fervently hope that we
shall not pass this way again.

1Dean Laurie blasts
administrative WI
r
Editor:
I do not know whether the administrative "F" is illegal as Professor
( Phillip) Jacklin ( professor of
philosophy) thinks it is, or not.
But, it is punitive. It is pathetic. It is
morally ugly!
I suggest every professor who wishes
to see students awarded grades they
earn, and every student who finds
himself with conscience or gots, or
both, write the Academic Serial.).
I would like to see them buried in a
blizzard of outraged mail, something on
the order of the "firestorm" those asses
in Washington recently received and
earned.
When a student has never appeared
in my classes I want, I demand, the
right to write W, or an "NA" (Never
Attended(
Edward J. Laurie, Associate Dean
Graduate Programs, Business
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A.S. discusses goals at nudist camp
Although nobody took his
or her clothes off, a nudist
colony was the setting for a
brainstorming session where
A.S. council set its sights on
goals for this year.
According
to
Karen
Storey, A.S. public information officer, meeting at

the camp was part of the new
AS. policy.
Last year there were
complaints about the 8338
expense of a retreat in which
the members of AS. and
Spartan Shops outlined their
policy.
In order to cut costs this

year, they met one day in the
Student Union, and the use of
the unoccupied nudist camp
for the second day was obtained by Marlin Hissim, a
custodian at the union,
Storey said.
There was no cost for the
use of the facilities, and the

only expense to anyone was a
sack lunch for those present,
which was payed for by the
Spartan Shops, she said.
One of the goals set by
student government is an
expanding Women’s Week
program. A.S. President
John Rico said the program

Society ’put on trial’

Class becomes jury
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A "civil suit" charging
"citizens
risk
being
seriously injured by virtue
of
membership
in
American society" will be
filed on behalf of the
American people Thursday
night in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
"American Society on
Trial" is a three-unit class
using a simulated courtroom
atmosphere
to
what
ails
examine
American society, and to
seek solutions.
Sociology Prof. Robert
Gliner, organizer and inexstructor of the
perimental class, said the
project is "an alternative
to the consumer-type
bicentennial," which he
defines as "a celebration of
what was, rather than an
examination of what is, and
can be."
Calling the class a
"consciousness -raising
project," Gliner said the
trial will "give people a
chance to examine their
own thoughts of American
society after 200 years."

Dr. Robert Gliner
Gliner will use the
bicentennial theme to
"bring to trial" nine
elements of American
society and to "formulate
alternatives and solutions
to those problems within a
trial format."
Students enrolled in the
12-week class will serve as
the jury, considering a new

element of society each
week.
The jury will deliberate,
discuss and finally decide
the guilt or innocence of
elements of American
society, including the
economic
structure,
consumerism, relationships,
politics,
discrimination,
justice,
ecology, education and
foreign policy.
Local practicing attorneys will serve as
prosecuting and defending
attorneys for each element
of society covered in the
class.
With the assistance of
municipal and superior
court judges, lawyers will
be kept under control
during
the
crossexamination of witnesses.
Professionals and experts in different fields will
be called as witnesses by
both the prosecution and
the defense.
As an example, said
Gliner,
Marvin
Snowbarger,
SJSU
economics professor, will

be called to the witness
stand to defend the
economic structure, while
his colleague, economics
professor Douglas Dowd,
for the
will testify
prosecution.
"It’s an alternative to
watching another one of
those Shell commercials on
television," Gliner said,
that tell about America 200
years ago.
"The bicentennial," said
Gliner,
"has become
consumer
another
product."
Gliner said persons can
attend the class, held ever)
Thursday night from 7 to
10, even if they are not
enrolled.
The class can be taken
for credit through the
departments of American
Studies, Sociology, Speech.
or Afro-American Studies.
To register for the class,
contact Gliner at 277-2857
338-2746
or
277-2234
Students may also register
at this Thursday’s introductory class. The
course number is 196 G.
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food during the "one to one"
system meant everything
was rung up separately,
slowing down service, snack
bar officials said.
Shue explained breakfast
is cooked unt11 about 10
minutes before 8 a.m.
opening time. Then from
about 8:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.,
the lunch and dinner menus
are prepared. From 11 a.m.
until closing time at 7 p.m.
both lunch and dinner items
are sold.
Besides fast service, snack
bar officials have also been
dealing with rapidly rising
prices in many
food
categories.
Sprtan Shops is not state
supported and have no
college budget.
"We just try to break
even," said Wineroth.
Some prices have been
raised but Dolan said that
there have been no major
increases.
"We have lowered some
priv)s and raised some,"
Shue said, "based on the
continuing cost factor.
However, we will try to hold
the present prices through
the semester."
Something new will be
added to the snack bar area,

hopefully before the end of
the semester, Wineroth
reported.
A pizza and hof brau
section will be placed
against one of the walls in
the eating area of the
Student Union.
"We had hoped to have the
pizza and hof brau available
for the opening of the
semester," Shue said, "but
hasn’t
equipment
the
arrived. As soon as it does,
we’ll be ready for business."
Students interviewed by
the Daily for their opinion of
the fast food type service
varied in their answers.
"I haven’t noticed any
change in the food and the
said
price is okay,"
Adrianne Chang Kwong, a
member of the Commission
on the status of women for
Santa Clara County who was
studying a class schedule
over a snack bar breakfast.
was
breakfast
"The
allright and the price was
Maria
replied
okay,"
home
McCullough,
economics freshman. "I just
wish they offered a beef
product with breakfast instead of just pork."
Rick Brickert, economics

An increase in the nwnber
of foreign students attending
SJSU has rendered the
shortage of available student
tutors more acute, according
to Dr. Ruth Roche, coordinator of the English
foreign
Department’s
student tutoring program.
"There used to be only
three sections of English
IAF and 10F," she explained. These are the two
English classes for foreign
students in which tutors are
needed.
That number has now
grown to fivefour sections
of 1AF and one of 10F.
Fifteen tutorsat least
three for each sectionare
needed,
Roche
said,
although "We can always
use more."
Roche said five tutors are
now
involved
in
the
program.

junior, said he received a
"cold (hot dog" and thought
the service at lunch was
"slow."
However, Antonio Soto,
Mexican enrolled
in
American graduate studies,
said he thought the service
was "fast" but that he would
rather wait "for better
quality."
"I think it’s the same as
McDonalds," said Arish
Rountree, journalism junior,
"except the fries are dry.
You just have to know where
to stand and you have to be
quick."

Students may qualify for
tutoring positions in English
10F meeting any one of the
following requirements:
o Be enrolled in the Junior
College English Master’s
Program,
o Have experience in a
reading laboratory or in
teaching or tutoring reading,
or
o Have the equivalent of
two college years of a foreign
language or
Be a graduate or current
enrollee in English 184F.
English 195, or English 258.
For assisting in 1AF, a
student must either be
enrolled in the Junior
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thorough job without using
some other means.
Other means of publicizing
the dates are still in the
planning stages, but word-ofmouth techniques and flyers
were two of the ideas
mentioned.
Some other A.S. plans for
the year are:
o The establishment of a
food co-op center. The idea is
feasible and the A.S. supports it, said Storey, so more
research is being done on the
idea and plans will be formulated later.
o Dental and eye care. The
services will be continued as
before, said Storey, but a
new medical service will be
retained for the eye care.
the
Committees for
Campus Community Task
Force. There will be six

Prof wants
more tutors

S.U. snack bar rearrangements
offer students fast food service
By Steve Wright
In order to speed up food
service, the Student Union
food service snack bar has
reverted to a cafeteria-style
distribution system this
semester, according to
Harry Wineroth, general
manager of Spartan Shops.
"What we’ve done," said
Michael Dolan, snack bar
director, "is to copy some of
the fast food chains."
This includes cooking in
advance and storing the
cooked food in "warming
refrigerators" until needed.
Carl Shue, snack bar
manager, said, he "didn’t
think quality had suffered"
because of the time between
when an item cooked and
when it is sold. "Nothing sets
too long a time," he added,
"and as soon as schedules
are straightened out regular
time checks ( for food) will
be determined."
Quality is presently being
controlled by -different
and
their
individuals
respective supervisors,"
Shue said.
In the two days snack bar
officials have had to
determine the effectiveness
of a fast food operation, they
commented that service is
"100 per cent" better.
For the first time in
several years, instead of
ordering food from an employe behind the counter,
students are encouraged to
help themselves. Employees
are now on hand mainly to
replenish supplies.
Also new to the snack bar
are four centrally located
cashiers available during the
peak rush periods, to speed
up purchases. Payment for

is getting bigger and more
popular every year, and this
year it has been placed on
the A.S. budget for the first
time.
Funds were supplied for
the program by A.S. in the
past, but they came in the
form of a special allocation
from the general fund rather
than being listed on the
budget at the beginning of
the year, Storey said.
Complaints were made
last year that A.S. election
dates were not publicized
widely enough, and Storey
said new ideas would be used
this year to dissipate the
information.
Most of the money will be
spent on advertising the
dates in local publications
but, she said, advertising
rates are too high to do a

Get ’ern anywhere for

$14.95
OR FROM US FOR ONLY

$10.88
TENTH ST. PHARMACY
TENTH & SANTA CLARA
294 9131

t ()liege English Master’s
Program, or
o Have
experience
teaching or tutoring foreign
students or
o Be a graduate or current
enrollee in a phonetics or
linguistics course, English
102, English 158, English 172,
English 184F, English 195 or
English 257.
Student tutors in the
program receive one to three
units of credit, depending on
how many hours per week
are spent tutoring.
The credit is applicable in
the English or Education
departments.
For further information
contact Roche at her office,
Sci. 26. Her office phone is
277-2619.

study groups dealing with
transportation, housing,
parking,
community
relations, social and community problems and crimes
in the area, said Storey.
The task forces are expected to be in full swing on
their respective problems by
the end of the year, said
Storey, and most of the
committees have members
now.
o The phase-out program
for athletic grants-in-aid.
The funds allocated to those
grants will be reduced year

by year with a goal (A
eliminating the payments
altogether.
o Duties for the A.S. attorney
general.
The
position’s major emphasis
will be on dealing with
student problems related to
the add-drop procedure.
Although Rico supports
free student programs, the
budget did not allow any
increase in the number of
those programs, said Storey.
"We’re doing all we can to
keep existing programs
going," she said
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Varsity booters tieAlumni squad
13). Keith Itturauka
A Spartan soccer team
could have both won and lost
Saturday night, as the SJSU
varsity booters met the
Alumri, but neither did, as
the contest ended in a 1-1
deadlock.
About 175 onlookers at
Municipal Stadium watched
a scoreless first half.
The varsity broke the ice
midway through the second
half when Ismael "Easy"
Perez fired a low, hard shot
froni 15 yards out.
The
ball
apparently
skimmed the leg of Alumni
goalie Frank Mangiola, AllAmerican from 1967.
Perez’s goal didn’t stand
up for very long as the
Alumni tied it with a freakish
goal.
Nick Nikolas, 1972, who
played this past season with
the Portland Timbers, hit a
long, looping shot from 35
yards out.
It hit the top of the goal
frame over the outstretched
hand of leaping Varsity
goalie Rick Sanchez.
The ball caromed out to
the waiting Taylor Hubbard,
1970, who rebounded it in.
The goal they got was a
break," said Spartan coach
Julius Menendez.
"Those things happen, but
overall I feel we outplayed
them. The better part of the
second half we dominated."
SJSU kept the pressure on
through the closing minutes

Ray Laskowtiz

Alumnus Fred Nourzad, left, attempts a steal from his youthful SJSU opponent.
and almost won it on a
rebound goal after a direct
penalty shot. The go-ahead
goal was called back
because of an offsides.
The Alumni started out
fast with Mani Hernandez,
an All-American from 1971
and current San Jose Earthquake, leading the attack.

Hernandez
tried
to bounced off the left side of
establish control and tempo the goal net.
of the game from his left
It bounded in front of the
wing position and very goal and Tony Suffle, 1973,
nearly succeeded.
kicked a hard, line-drive shot
Near scores shot
from only 10 yards away.
The Alumni’s best scoring Sanchez made a perfect
opportunity came early in block.
the game after a ball cenLandin Rodriguez, an Alltered
by
Hernandez, American from 1969, tried a

siunumng shot aimed at the
left hand corner of the net
later in the first half.
Sanchez again made an
excellent save with a
headlong dive.
SJSU’s
best
scoring
chance in the opening half
came when freshman Jim
Miminack had a breakaway
shot.
Dribbling the final 30
yards himself, Mimmack’s
shot was a little wide to the
right.
The Alumni dominated the
beginning of the game, as
well as the start of the
second half.
Menendez pointed to his
team’s need to get into the
"rhythm" of the game.
"Easy" Perez found his
rhythm early in the second
half when he dribbled all the
way down the left side of the
field avoiding defenders.
The Alumni’s Rodriguez
attempted a diving interception, but Perez kept
control with some dazzling
moves.
This all-out hustle fired up
the varsity and Perez
followed shortly with his
goal.
Menendez was pleased
with his young team’s
performance. "We’ve improved a lot in the last week.
We run a lot and have good
moves and we’ll get better
and better as we go along."
He singled out Perez as
playing "a real good game,
especially for a freshman."

He added that the Alumni
was in very good shape for
this year’s game.
many
have
"They
N.A.S.L. ( North American
Soccer League) players and
played well, especially with.
Toni Suffle in there,’
Menendez said.
Besides All-Americans
Hernandez, Rodriguez,
Mangiola and Fred Nourzad,
the Alumni had several
professional soccer players.
These included San Jose
Earthquakes’ Gary St. Clair
1974 and Hernandez; Nikolas
from the Portland Timbers
and Ed Pitney, 1974, of the
Seattle Sounders.
The best quote of the
evening had to come from an
unidentified Alumni player
who shouted to his teammates who were laughing at
him from the bench,
"There’s
too
many
professionals out here, I was
just a JV l"
The Spartan varsity will
see action Friday night in the
P.A.L. Stadium. The San
Francisco Scots, a first
division

Ready for action
Robinson, 5-8 and 170
pounds, said he was ready
for action.
"I want to gain 1000 yards.
no, make that 1500 yards this
year," Robinson said.
Stewart 5-8 and 190 pounds,
said he’s gunning for "100

Intramural

sign-ups
available
Rosters
for
men’s,
women’s and coed intramural football teams are
available in the A.S. Leisure
Service Office on Seventh
Street adjacent to the
Student Union.
All rosters must be turned
in by noon, Sept. 19.
To be eligible for sign-ups,
each player must have a
student I.D. number and
each team must pay a $10
forfeit fee in the A.S.
Business Office on the first
level of the &U.
A meeting will be held on
Wednesday, Sept. 17, at 4
p.m. in the S.U. Constanoan
is
Attee4ance
Room.
mandatory by the team
captain or a representative.

Spartan Dail:,

sports

"Everybody’s told us we
have to run more," Rogers
said with raised eyebrows,
"but we’re not telling."
Rogers is counting on
Roger Proffitt to man the
quarterback
position.
Proffitt (6-3, 180 is a senior
with limited varsity action
and a reputation as a strong’arower.
Speculators say Proffitt is
the key variable to the
squad. Rogers disagreed.
"Quarterback is not a
question mark," Rogers

yards a game" using "no
style - just run."
If either cracks the 1000
yard mark, it will be the first
time ever for a Spartan
running back.
"We’re going to shuttle our
tailbacks and fullbacks,"
Rogers said. For a little

body, 35 carries is a lot and
we count our fullbacks a:,
important blockers.
"There’s a lot of contact
All of our backs got injured
last year."
A lot of running
After losing quarterback
Craig Kimball. receivers Ike

Hears complaints and charges of violations of
student rightsgeneral and specific issues
involving curricular mattersmakes
recommendations for redress to the
Academic Vice -President.

PHONE -297-8890

GREYHOUND.
GO
.and leave the driving to us.

in the Umunhum Room of the Student
Union at 11:15

FREE
SJSU STUDENTS!
McDonald’s
Of; .tit
t

R/

3rd & San Carlos

BOOKIN’ IT SWEEPSTAKES

10th St. Pharmacy

Need bucks for textbooks?
McDonalds restaurant, 3rd & San Carlos, would like
to help you out. And have some fun, too!

Assortment of Sprays,
Shampoos, Conditioners,
Hair Foods, & Relaxants
for your hair needs.

We’re holding a first -time-ever BOOK IN’ IT SWEEPSTAKES--a contest dedicated to the proposition that
some deserving, currently -registered, full or part-time
SJSU student is going to win a hundred bucks
(S100) in cash. Or a Paper Mate Digital AM/FM
Clock Radio. Or $10 in McDonald’s Gift
Certificates.

10th & Santa Clara 294-9131

The BOOKIN’ IT SWEEPSTAKES starts Tuesday, September
9, and runs through Tuesday, September 23. The
drawing to select prize winners will be held at 12:00
noon, Wednesday, September 24, in the restaurant
lobby.
To enter, just fill in the entry blank below and take it
to McDonald’s, 3rd & San Carlos, during regular
business hours. Entry blanks will also be available
at the counter. Note that NO PURCHASE IS
NECESSARY TO ENTER and that entries must
be hand written. One entry per customer per
visit, please.

Student Union
Board of Governors -3 seats
Recommends policy regarding Union use
and programsprepares annual budget and other
fiscal matters (such as rent, fees, and
space charges).

Applications taken until Wed. Sept. 17

GREYHOUND BUS STATION
70 ALMADEN AVE.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 10th

Associated Students Positions
Academic Fairness Committee
7 seats

Los Angeles

YOU
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ARRIVE
LEAVE
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WAY
4:15 pm
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$8.13
$4.28
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12:00 pm
56.46 $12.27
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$34.81
$18.32
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available now at
Mary Stewart
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Sacramento
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NEIL RUTMAN

said. -Proffitt’s the man we
are going with and we’re
anticipating a good job - no
reason he shouldn’t."
Good protection often
makes a
rterback and
the Sparta». return an experienced offensive line.
John Blake 16-6, 2451, Paul
Kessler ;6-1, 2351, Ed Fink
(6-3, 2361, Toni Cobey 16-3,
2301, Pat Markey (6-2, 2281,
John Blain (6-5, 240i and Ron
Collins (6-3, 235; are the
primary linemen.
At tight end, Dan Prager
returns as an All-Pacific.
Coast Athletic Association
selection.
Maurice
Hill,
Gar:,
Maddocks.
Robert
Claiborne, Terry Moten and
Jimmy LeJay are other
receivers with breakawa
speed.

AFRO HAIR GOODS
Walt Robinson

GREYHOUND SERVICE

GROPE
PROUDLY PRESENTS

expressed by coach, offensive backs
McBee and Mike Hopkins to
graduation and retaining all
running backs, reports indicate the Spartans will be
running more this year.
All reports except one, that
is.

Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably Arrive refreshed and on time.
You’ll save money, too, over the increased air
fares Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime Go Greyhound.

The best quote of the
evening had to come from an
unidentified Alumni player
who shouted to his teammates who were laughing at
him from the bench,
"There’s
too
many
professionals out here, I was
just a JV!"

Confidence in durable running corps
By Tom Stienstra
If confidence breeds
success, the SJS football
squad will have no difficulty
racking up an 11-0 season.
Winning football, however,
is usually the result of talent.
The Spartans are bursting
with confidence and talent,
and aren’t afraid to talk
about it
"We’re going to win all of
’en’ ;11 games)," senior
tailback Mary Stewart said.
"We work as a team and
won’t settle for less."
Optimism and a veteran
corps of running backs and
linemen highlight this year’s
offense.
Coach Darryl Rogers uses
the ’I" formation which will
magnify these strengths.
In the Power I, tailbacks
Walt Robinson, Steve Bruce,
Rick Kane and Stewart can
count on sharing at least 35
running plays per game.
Robinson, last year’s No. 1
rusher as a sophomore, or
Stewart will start at tailback
in
Saturday
night’s
University of Santa Clara
game at Spartan Stadium.
Senior Darrell Jenkins
; 6-2, 226 will fill the fullback
slot.

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.

GRAND PRIZEONE HUNDRED BUCKS ($100) IN CASH
2ND PRIZEPAPER MATE DIGITAL AM/FM CLOCK RADIO
3RD PRIZE$10 IN McDONALD’S GIFT CERTIFICATES
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BOOKIN’ IT BONUS COUPON
II
win $100 in cash from McDonald’s
Redeem this coupon at McDonald’s and
receive a FREE piping-hot apple or
cherry pie WITH THE PURCHASE OF
a Quarter Pounder I Ft .with cheese and a
regular order of french fries.

Academic Senate Policy Committees
Two Students-At-Largeserve
Policy Committees

on Standing

Contact A. S. Personnel Officer, Pamela Wade
A. S. Offices 3rd level, Student Union, or call
277-3201.
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Students ’dig’ summer class
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By Keith Miley
Collecting broken potter),
exploring
camping,
mountains, and surveying
prehistoric camp sites were
the activities of 11 SJSU
students this summer which
earned eight units of credit
towards their anthropology
studies.
The duties made up the
field work curriculum of an
upper division archaeology
course that Dr. Joseph
Winter say., is increasing in
popularity after being
started a year ago.
Besides a unique learning
experience, the archaeological work resulted in
the surveying and mapping
of many ancient Indian sites
and the recovering of several
thousand pottery fragments
and stone artifacts.
The work at Indian sites in
Utah and Colorado was
organized
by
the
Anthropology Department
Students searched for artifacts this summer in Colorado and Utah.
and funded by the National
Science Foundation. Besides
He said the program is approach" to research in- went on the trip were anthe SJSU students, other "aimed at understanding the cluded a staff zoologist and thropology majors but,
students from various prehistoric economy of the botanist to study farming in Winter said, a few were
colleges participated in the Anasazia Indians, who were the area which has been motivated by "self-interest,
program which lasted from probably the ancestors of the occupied by Indians for over adventure, and the chance to
modern Hopi Indians.
8,000 years.
June 18 to August 15.
camp for a little bit of
Winter said the next money."
"Hovenweep
has
a
Winter, professor of anRoger Bailey, an anthropology and head of the fascinating cultural history project faced by the arfield program, said the and a large number of chaeology staff is sorting thropology senior on the trip,
students and 12 staff modern Indians in the area and analyzing the ptsherds said he found "99 per cent of
members explored ap- which can be studied, a and stone flake tools the field
proximately 300 sites co- unique stivation," Winter workers collected. Data
compiled at ancient campvering 2,000 acres in the said.
He is specifically in- sites will be studied in an
Hovenweep
National
Monument located near the terested in the region’s attempt to understand the
development area’s agricultural history.
borders of Utah and agricultural
Most of the students who
and his "multiple discipline
Colorado.

the learning was in the field"
with two previous classroom
courses providing history on
the area and an introduction
to field techniques.
Bailey said the experience
was enjoyable but added
students should be in good
physical shape and expect a
lot of work.
"All of us expected hardships but we didn’t know
what," he said. "It took
about a week for everyone to
adjust to the work load and
time schedule."
Each weekday about three
survey parties left from a
main camp near the "4corners" of Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Arizona
and drove up to 50 miles to
investigate different sections
of land.

the event.
He said some students who
"went out with the idea of
finding beautiful turquoise
jewelry ended up finding
beauty in a potsherd. To find
a whole piece of pottery
meant more than finding
jewelry and great pride was
taken by those who found
artifacts in good condition.

for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE

Winter and Bailey both
advised students interested
in the program to enroll in
Anthropology 3, the course
which supplements participation in the summer
field work.

I
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Using aerial photographs
and topographic maps each
area was surveyed and
carefully checked for any
signs of human habitation.
Bailey said his personal
highlight of the summer
experience W4S witnessing a
day-long Hopi rain dance in
which he was impressed with
the solemn atmosphere and
lack of commercialism at
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KSJS boosts power
By Paul Dot)
The new antenna rises
nearly 30 feet above the
library, as if it were trying to
get a better view of the area
it will serve.
KSJS radio, the campus
station, has gone from an 85
to 1000-watt transmitter.
The station’s previously
erratic reception, which only
occasionally reached offcampus, will now be picked
up anywhere within a 20-mile
radius.
Broadcasts will begin
sometime next week in
stereo on 90.7 FM. The
station plays a wide range of
music, from classical to
rock. Broadcast hours are
from 6:30 to 9 in the morning,
and from 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
. According to Dr. Richard
McCafferty, KSJS faculty
adviser, the station will be
changing.
This involves a plan to
draw on the collective
brainpower of the university,
using every department as a
resource, he said.
example,
an
Giving
McCafferty said that when a
major news event broke,
KSJS would interview experts inside the university in
an attempt to add depth to
their coverage.
"We don’t feel we can
compete on the same level
with the other stations in this
area. We must draw on our
university."
strengththe
Other changes will include
an emphasis on news during
"drive time," he added.
These hours include 6:30

a.m. to 9 a.m., and from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m.

campus news, the remainder
to cover state, local and
national news.

McCafferty also said KSJS
was trying to involve
students more in the station
operation, and he encouraged those interested to
apply.

"All the 1000 watts will do
is take us further off campus," he said.

KSJS is located on the first
floor of the Speech and
Drama building.
Concerning KSJS news,
Dave Bicknell, radio-TV
news director, said the
would
power increase
change some outlooks.
"We’re going to be more
community oriented," he
said.
According to Bicknell, the
Radio-TV News Center’s 30minute daily broadcasts will
devote oril ten minutes to

GET

Films and Discussior
Alan Watts’ Buddhism, Man
and Nature
Elmer Green’s Bio-feedback
the yoga of the West
Huston Smith’s The Sufi Way
Following the films, Or. C.
Singh Warne will moderate a
discussion on Integrative
Humanistic Psychology.
7 to 9 p.m. every Friday
Admission $2 general.’
$1 students
Psychological Studies
Institute
580 College Ave.,
Palo Alto
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SJSU put ’on map’
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Concerts bring fame

A’s
Dee Ann Hall
Ron Wood and Rod Stewart keep things cookin’ at Saturday’s "Hot Fun in the
Sun" concert at Spartan Stadium.

By Cheryl Downey
If Roy DuBrow has his
way. SJSU will be "put on
the map" thanks to the
second in a successful series
of "Hot Fun in the Sun"
concerts.
But it is not his concern
over San Jose’s reputation
that makes DuBrow enjoy
his work. The concert
organizer says it M "the
creation of events" that
makes his life meaningful.
He also enjoys music and
athletics and finds himself
getting off much more" on
the musical side of his
conbusinessorganizing
certs through Morning Sun
Productions.
DuBrow, head of Comment, Inc., a promotional
consulting firm, said he
would like to continue to
work with the university.
"Hot Fun in the Sun No. 1"
featured Boz Scaggs, the
Pointer Sisters, Cold Blood
and Pablo Cruz. Although
more than 13,000 people
attended, the concert was
not a financial success for
I MBrow

S. U. gallery opens fall season
By Leslie Swanson
The S.U. Art Gallery
opened its fall season
yesterday with a fresh
canvas.
In its first showing the
gallery is exhibiting a
collection of drawings,
’ paintings, sculpture and
prints owned by the
Student
Union
and
Associated Students.
The show,
running
through Oct. 3, will feature
a sampling of this large
collection exhbiting about
30 pieces.
The permanent collection, accumulated over the
past five years through
donations and university
purchases has been seen
only in part throughout the
Union.
Two professors from the
university Art Department, John Battenberg and

John Hunter, are among
those whose works appear
in the show.
In keeping with the new
season, the gallery will also
be welcoming its new
director, Stephen Moore.
Moore, who arrived on
campus two weeks ago
from Orange, Ca., where
he was co-founder and codirector
of
a
contemporary, non-commercial gallery called "58 F
Plaza."
Since Moore’s arrival
here he has been acclimating himself to the
Union Gallery’s policy.
is
gallery
"This
dedicated to showing
contemporary art as well
as some of the more
traditional examples," he
said, "although the emphasis is placed on showing
bay area artists, we do not

exclude others."
In selecting exhibition
pieces, Moore said consideration is made in favor
of a diversity of media.
"We like to combine a
variety or spectrum of art
forms, from fine art to folk
art."
Moore has a wide
association with art on
every level as an artist,
curator and director.
At present he is involved
in making books that
feature a "stream of
text,
consciousness"
largely hand-lettered and
hand-bound.
His books have appeared
in both the Newport Harbor
and the Laguana Beach
Museums.
Moore
said
the
mechanics of setting up a
show is very time consuming. Three months may

elapse between initial
contact with the artist and
the show’s opening.
He added that the large
space of the Union Gallery
may limit exhibits to small
group shows featuring two
or three artistssince a
single artist usually will
not have a collection large.
enough to fill the area.
Assisting Moore with the.
gallery’s operation this
semester are John Harper
and Linda Braz, students in
the Art Department’s
work-study program.
Moore has three one’
month shows planned for
this semester, the second
show beginning Oct. 13.
Gallery hours throughout
the semesters are 10:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monda
through Friday and 6 to 8
p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday evenings.

Renovation provides show

Art museum gets new look
There’s an interesting
show at the San Jose
Museum of Art. but the
public can’t get in to see it.
It’s called renovation.
The museum has been
closed most of the summer
while workers have been
busy inside giving it a new
look. Most of the project has
involved making "big spaces
out of little ones," according
to Elizabeth Gaidos, the
museum’s curator.
The museum was built in
1892 and used as a post office
until it was converted to a
library in the 30’s, Gaidos
said. "The building was cut-

up over the years until it
became a museum in 1970.
The renovation, being
funded by both the city and a
federal grant, is 40 per cent
completed and reopening is
slated for late November or
early December, Gaidos
added.
When the remodeling is
completed the museum
offices will be downstairs
and the upstairs portion of
the museum will be used for
the exhibits. The project is
adding about 50 per cent
more display space to the
museum, Gaidos said.
Gaidos said the building

Drama auditions end
Today is the last day to
audition for three plays
being offered this semester
by
the Theatre Arts
Department as part of their
bicentennial program.
Auditions for "Abe Lincoln
of Pigeon Creek," "Beaux
Stratagem" and "American
Primitive" are open to all
students enrolled in the
university.
According to Richard
Parks, director of theatre,

scripts for auditions are
available in SD 100 in the
Theatre Arts building.
Auditions for "Abe Lincoln
of Pigeon Creek" begin at
7:30 p.m. in SD 114.
"Beaux
Stratagem"
auditions begin at 7:30 p.m.
in SD 226 and auditions for
"American Primitive" will
run from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
from 4:30 to 9:00 p.m. on
Tuesday in SD 226.

S FOR

TV’RENT
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Student Rates

with O.K. Credit

$10.00 per month
377-2935

should last "forever" and is
made with thick sandstone
blocks. She said the building
rests on a deep cement
foundation and was designed
in the style of the buildings
on the Stanford University
campus.
During the 1906 earthquake the only part of the
building damaged was the
clock tower, she said.
The museum will be
works
of
displaying
American
artists
who
worked abroad during the
Victorian period to kick off
the reopening along with the
upcoming Bicentennial.
The show will include
some paintings by James
of
Whistler,
McNeill
"Whistler’s Mother" fame,
and be the fifth in the
museum’s American series,
Gaidos said.
But although the museum
has been dancing to the
music of jackhammers
lately, it hag not been
completely crippled. Some
shows are being exhibited in
a small corner of the
building.

During August, an exhibit
entitled "The Westward
Expansion" was on display
at the museum. The show
was the fourth in the
American series.
Next in line, opening Sept.
29, is "Interstices," an
exhibition of paintings,
prints and drawings by 46
contemporary California
artists. The emphasis is on
Bay Area artists, Gaidos
said.
The museum has been
using the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts to keep
art in the city during the
remodeling. Currently, 30
drawings by California
painter and printmaker John
Paul Jones are being
displayed at the theater.
This show is slated to run
through Sept. 15, Gaidos
said.
The San Jose Museum of
Art is located at the corner of
San Fernando and Market
streets and is open, when
exhibiting, Tuesday through
Saturdays 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and Sundays noon to 4
p.m
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Last Saturday’s ’’Hot Fun
in the Sun No. 2" was a
resounding
success,
however, with more than
20,000 people flocking to see
Rod Stewart and Faces,
War, Peter Frampton and
East Bay Stroke.
The day before the concert
at the stadium, when the
stage was being constructed
and
equipment
trucks
unloaded, DuBrow said,
"This show, if it comes off,
will put this place and the
university on the map."
Clad in a shirt, cutoffs and
tennis shoes, DuBrow explained why he chose to
promote concerts at SJSU’s
Spartan Stadium.
It’s a "mellow place" with
grass and trees instead of
concrete, he said, calling it
the nicest stadium he had
seen in northern California.
The stadium reminded
him of the "intimacy" of the
Jungle Theater in Marine
World where he came up
with the idea of summer
concerts three years ago.
DuBrow worked for a
small ad agency then and
handled all the promotion for
Marine World.
By the second year of
Marine World concerts, "we
were a success," DuBrow
said.
The third summer, new
management at Marine
World didn’t approve the
concerts until June, but that

turned out to be their most
successful
summer
featuring names like Boz
Scaggs, Tower of Power,
Cold Blood and Elvin Bishop,
according to DuBrow.
He said seven of nine
shows sold out.
By that time, DuBrow had
quit the ad agency and was
working for himself.
Now, DuBrow has two
assistants who handle "a lot
of responsibility": Lori Alan
and Peggy Eichhorn.
"I tend to do things very
personally,
as
does
everybody who works with
me," DuBrow said, interrupting the interview
many times to personally
deal with the hectic business
of setting up a concert.

Although -the company is
practically me," according
to DuBrow, he said he is
"beginning to develop a sort
of a team" of people that he
regularly works with.
DuBrow said he is also
"closely related with a lot of
bands" and has had little
problem getting talent for
concerts.
After the last "Hot Fun in
the Sun" concerta name
which Boz Scaggs invented
Rod Stewart’s representatives called DuBrow about
scheduling a concert.
Another concert is possible
this fall, said DuBrow, who
indicated he is definitely
interested in doing shows in
next
Stadium
Spartan
summer.
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Events
Circus on campus
The Royal Lichtenstein
Circus, billed as the
"World’s Smallest Circus,"
will appear today at noon by
the fountain in front of
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Ted Gehrke, A.S. Program
Board director, said it is an
"extremely good small
circus." Gehrke also said it
appeals to persons of all ages
and contains "a lot of food
for thought in it."
The circus will feature
comedy, pantomime, magic.
animal antics, and juggling
acts under the direction of
ringmaster and founder, the
Rev. Nicholas Weber.
There will be no admission
to the hour-long show.
Music Meeting
The Music Teachers of
America will meet on
Wednesday, at 11:15 a.m, in
the S.U. Umurihum Room.
Neil Rutman will perform on
the piano and admission is
free.
Wednesday "Blues"
"Lady Sings the Blues" is
the Wednesday Cinema
showing at 3:30 p.m., 7 p.m.,
and 10 p.m. in the Morris
Dailey
Auditorium
Admission is free.
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GET MORE
OUT OF COLLEGE
THAN JUST A DEGREE
For more information
Professor of Military Science
Room 309, MacOuarrie Hall
San Jose State University
San Jose, Calif. 95192
Tel. 1408) 277-2985
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Associated Students is sponsoring:

PABLO CRUISE
and

GLIDE
Saturday, September 13
In the Student Union Ballroom
Doors open at 7:30 Show begins at 8:30

Tickets are $1.50Students

E.’

$2.50General

Available at the A.S. Business OfficeDiscount Records
Underground Records and all Bass outlets.

Glide will be appearing FREE in the first of our
noon Ballroom Concert Series. Fri. Sept. 12th
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4’ Three new deans offer changes;
enrollment, curricula to be studied
There are three nev% deans
at SJSU this semester.
Dr. Henry Bruinsma will
of
School
head
the
Humanities and Arts; Dr.
Stanley Burnham will take
over as dean of the School of
Applied Sciences and Arts;
and Dr. Francis Villemain
will be the new dean in the
School of Education.
Bruinsma plans to combat
declining enrollment by
encouraging students to
become aware of the "career
possibilities" available in
those fields.
Describing himself as
"optimistic" about fall
enrollments in humanities
Bruinsma
and
arts,
predicted that "enrollments
will be good and will continue to go up."
In a school that has been
plagued by reduced student
attendance, Bruinsma said
aggressive efforts must be
made to make these
un"more
programs
derstandable" and more
desirable as part of "career
training."
"Career training used to
be a dirty word in liberal
arts," he said.
But these studies not only
provide a "well-rounded
education," he maintained,
but students "can prepare to
earn a living in the liberal
arts, too."
Bruinsma, the founding
dean of the Arizona State
University College of Fine
Arts, said that SJSU must
help students "understand
the
importance
and
relevance" of these fields as
part of a total program."
In the past two years,
student enrollments have

Dr. Henry Bruinsma

Dr. Francis Villemain

shifted away from the
humanities, arts and social
sciences, and demand has
increased
for
preprofessional and vocational
courses.
The
university -wide
declining enrollment with a
resulting
reduction
in
resources, raised questions
concerning what courses
SJSU needs most to offer.
SJSU President John
Bunzel appointed a committee of faculty and administratorsthe Ad Hoc
Committee on University
Curriculum Priorities in the
Steady Stateto formulate
an educational philosophy
for the university and to
make
recommendations
concerning what studies
should be given priority.

Bruinsma said he was
"appreciative" of the Ad
Hoc Committee’s "ought
statement," which assigned
top
priority
to
undergraduate
general
education in the liberal arts.
"The humanities and arts
perform a double function,"
he said, by preparing majors
in these fields and by
providing "the benefits of a
well-rounded education "for
students in other fields.
But, he added, students
should be encouraged to
explore the "practical applications" of humanities
and arts studies in employment as well.
Bruinsma said he believes
one thing he can do to guide
students into the humanities
and arts is give personal

Dr. Picht takes transitional role

C

Executive dean appointed
-how valid that is the job
description) . . . time will
tell.

The new executive dean,
Dr. Douglas Picht, views his
job as trying to fulfill the
university’s needs as they
arise.
Picht, one of the new
administrators on campus
this year, is taking over a job
that he says is in transition.

I’ll be doing basically what
the executive vice president
wants me to do," he said.

41.

Picht was the assistant
chancellor at the University
of Wisconsin in Oshkosh for
the last seven years.

The previous executive
charge
was
in
dean
of new building on campus.
But since there is little
building on campus now, the
job had to be re-defined.
Putney,
Snell
Dr.
professor of sociology, was
the acting executive dean
last year.
He said at the time his job
consisted of solving various
problems that came up.
The new job description

Dean Douglas Picht
says Picht will be in charge
of planning with various
state and local governments.
Picht said it is a very
broad job description and

Before that he served as
the director of the Idaho
State Historical Society and
was the director of a Florida
commission restoring the
historical parts of St.
Augustine.
His academic specialty is
the cultural and intellectual
history of America.
He received his doctorate
from the University of
Minnesota in 1968.

service in 1967.
The belief that the student
is a "consumer" guides the
educational philosophies of
Burnham, the new dean of
the School of Applied
Sciences and Arts.
Burnham, who assumed
the job from acting dean
William Gustafson on July 1,
realizes the business-like
term may be offensive to
some students.
But he added, "we are
responsible to provide the
’consumer’ with a program
to help him reach his full
potential. If I were a student,
I’d settle for nothing less."
The responsibility of the
School of Applied Sciences
and Arts is two-fold, Burnham said. The first
Dr. Stanley Burnham
responsibility is to develop
highly
competent
professionals; the second to
counseling and advice.
develop individuals who can
He has printed flyers function well within their
which answer common chosen fields and contribute
questions about career to society.
possibilities in these fields
"It’s one thing to develop
and invites students to come someone who can run a
to his office to discuss computer or work well over
problems with him.
an operating table," he said.
"Everyone has problems "But it’s another thing to
they need help with," he develop his appreciation of
said. "And a dean is in a his role in society."
Although he would not
position where he can be of
on
specific
some helpmaybe in cutting comment
programs, Burnham said he
red tape."
believes "there are needed
In higher education, he changes in our curricular
said, people sometimes offerings. This school has
assume that students can tremendous potential."
automatically decide
"Higher education is at a
hangups in curriculum and cross-road," Burnham said,
careers.
referring to the relationship
"I’d be the most lonesome between higher education
person in the world if I and society.
"We are faced with two or
couldn’t talk to students," he
three years of figuring out
said.
how to respond to society’s
Although he is excited needs and demands. It’s a
about beginning "some very exciting time, even
exciting new programs" in though we’re faced with
his school, Bruinsma in- diminishing funds."
sisted that "we have to
Burnham came here after
improve our image of our- teaching at the University of
selves."
Texas for 16 years, where he
Faculty members, staff was a clinical associate
and students at SJSU, he professor
of
physical
said, seem to feel that the medicine and rehabilitation.
university is "only second
The former acting dean of
best."
the School of Applied
"We have a selling job to Sciences and Arts, William
do to get the message out Gustafson will teach in the
that we are a university physical education departdoing quality work," he ment this spring after a fall
sabbatical.
explained.
Villemain replaces Dr.
"Everything we do must
be of such high quality that Donald Leu, dean of the
people can’t afford to ignore School of Education for the
last seven years.
us," he said.
Leu will remain at SJSU to
Prior to his position at
Arizona State University begin his eleventh "module’’
College of Fine Arts, by teaching school adBruinsma was the director of ministration in the Departthe Ohio State University ment of Higher Education.
In announcing his apSchool of Music.
A fellow of the American pointment of Villemain,
Council of Learned Societies, President Bunzel said, "Dr.
Bruinsma was awarded the Villemain’s accomplishUniversity of Michigan ments are in the best
sesquicentennial award for
distinguished education to

Pegram unit set to go
Campus problems and
solutions to those problems
will be the focus of a joint
and
SJSU
community
steering committee, according to City Councilman
Larry Pegram.
Representatives from the
faculty, staff and AS. have
been asked to serve on the
committee, Pegram said.
The committee, consisting
of 25 members, will be
divided into six task forces.
Each task force will study a
specific problem area. Areas
covered will be: housing
code enforcement, tranparking,
sportation,
availability of adequate
commercial services, crime
in the downtown area, and
social programs, which will
include consideration of
board and care homes.
"Selection of campus
representatives came after
conferences between the
administration, the A.S.
office and our office," said
Steve Speno, administrative
aide to Pegram.
"After the selections were
made we sent letters to those
individuals asking them to
serve on the steering committee," said Speno.
Joan Corfiglia from the
Campus Community
Association
Improvement

has been asked to chair the
steering committee.
Persons from SJSU asked
to head the steering committee task forces are:
e Willa Dawson, lecturer
in administration of justice;
crime task force.
c Evelyn Robinson,
assistant housing director;
task force on housing code
enforcement.
o Dr. George Sicular,
of
civil
professor
engineering:’ task force on
transportation.
David Pacheco, from
Comof
Community
munities; task force on

social programs.
o Colleen Culligan, A.S.
treasurer; parking task
force.

ment.
o Dr. Terry Christensen,
assoc. professor of political
science.

o Rick Thawley, A.S. vicepresident; commercial
services task force.
SJSU
representatives
asked to serve on the various
task force committees are:

Pegram sees the steering
committee serving two
functions. One, to identify
and outline the various
problems and two, to present
solutions that can be
recommended to the City
Council for action.

Executive
Vice-President Burton Brazil.
o Dr.
John
Ballard,
professor
of
political
science.
o Dr. Don Rothblatt,
chairman of the urban and
regional planning depart-

The first meeting of the
steering committee will be
Thursday Sept. 18, 2-4 p.m.
The meeting will be in Tower
Hall 110 and is open to the
public.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
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tradition of academic life -he’s an excellent teacher, a
dedicated scholar, and has a
fine record of achievement.
Villemain, 55, is a former
member of the faculty at the
University of Toledo, New
York University and Rutgers
State University.
He also taught at Hunter
College,
Wayne
State
University, Springfield
College and Johns Hopkins
University.
Since 1959 he has been the
executive editor of "Studies
in Philosophy and Education. ’
Villemain earned his
bachelor of fine arts degree
in 1942 from the Art School at
Pratt Institute. He took his
master’s degree in 1946 and
his doctorate in 1952, both
from Columbia University
Teachers College.
in
Spanish,
Fluent
Villemain was once a consultant to the Universidad de
Carabobo in Valencia,
Venezuela, and a consultant
to the Bureau of Educational
Personnel Development of
the U.S. Office of Education.
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FALL LEAGUES
NOW FORMING
6:30 pm Alumni Association League
9:00 pm 550 Scratch Classic
WEDNESDAY 6:30 pm Wednesday Mixed Fours
9:00 pm Mixed Merchandise Trio
6:30 pm Thursdoi Mixed Fours
THURSDAY
SIGNUPS AS A TEAM, OR INDIVIDUALLY, UNTIL MONDAY,
sEprEmBER 15 information at the desk

TUESDAY

277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

classified
for sale

help wanted

"TURQUOISE RUGS ’N LEATHER"
Tye dye and India Bedspreads, SS.00
plus Bracelets, rings, chokers, S7.50
and over Incense, glasses, clothing,
PUMPS, rugs

Telephone sales --Our office Salary.
Eves. 59. Neat apPearance. Strong.
mature voice. 3 months work. 210 S.
First, Suite 515. Si Jaycees. Day
work also available.
Interviews
daily 930.12, 1.3.

FUNKY JIM’S
74 E San Fernando 998 2581
"Just an old lash,oned head shop"
SAVE THIS ADIII
Before yOu purchase any T V . Hi Fi,
Car Stereo, or Tape Equipment,
check with us for big discounts On
over 300 major brands. We also
manufacture a complete line of
and
systems
quality speaker
recording tapes wholesale to the
Public
SOUNDS UNIQUE 908 2693

TypistCierk Wanted: Work I hrs.
daily. Monday through Friday. Tyr*
4070 WRM. good at arithmetic.
clear handwriting, neat appearance,
steady 52 75 per hour Mrs M
4900
Learn to use behavior modification
effectively while working with our
emotionally disturbed children
ZONTA Children’s Center 795-3581

personals

housing
Non-smoking serious studentsOwn
room in condo. Almaden area S115
Kitchen priv pool Call Steve 325
2047.

Do You Really Care About Han
direaped People, Would you ,*e to
share a nice apartment with hml, it
YOu Would, please call Brian Hail
798 1308

Private Rooms. Full home & kitchen
privileges. is tii from campus. 575.
"Harry’s Girl’s" 426 5 7th 258 1276

services
lost and found
Found: women’s wriStwatch,
Call 379 0709

1375

Saari. and Massage. Student rates II
m to 6 p m Hotel Ste Claire 298
1603

let Service
North Volley I
resumes senior
Term
projects theses letters 75 cents.
page and up. Fast Accurate. 002

urn

Buy it, sell it,

Typingtranscription
Reports Theses 0
Icy or evening

editing
I 241 1779

with a ClassifiedAd! gium
Low Cost Flights From Oakland This
Fall and Winter London Round Trip
Athens Round Trip $520,
1169
Johan
Nairob. Round Trip Nos
India
nesbyrg Round Trip $.65
Bombay Round Trip 5640 and many
Others tar h,re ,n England late
model
Fords
Escort
UnIld
m.leage 550 per week Low cost
London hotels Call .htri Dewrance.
I
937
Br fish
E
Saratoga Ave San Jose, CA 95129
i4Oln 446 5252
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Sampson says vets face
widespread discrimination
By John A. Ytreus
"I think that one of my
jobs here is to remind society
and the government not to
forget the veteran," explained Veterans Afairs
Director Bob Sampson.
"I think that they have a
guilt complex because he is a
living reminder of Vietnam.
After all, it was the first war
that we lost and came back
as the bastards," he added.
Sampson, hired Aug. 11,
considers benefits for the
Vietnam-era veteran as an
issue of morality and public
conscience.
’The veterans movement
is becoming an unpopular
one in this country. The
attitude is ’well, let’s cut the
funds to the Veterans
Administration so that we
can cut the taxes and go on to

better things.’ A lot of people
are resentful towards the vet
because they think that he’s
trying to rip them off," the
old
ex-army
32 -year
sergeant said.
Sampson also cited job
discrimination as hindering
the veteran’s readjustment
to the mainstream of society.
"Many businesses fear
that their insurance rates
will rise if they hire a
veteran --especially the
disabled. They feel he might
have serious flashbacks
because he’s been trained to
kill.
"1 think the news media is
to blame for the bad image
Whenever there is a crime
the press always points up
the fact that he was a
Vietnam veteran. They don’t
do the same thing when it’s a

ANSP

WOOF

Bob Sampson
World War II vet," he said.
Sampson joined the Green
Berets in 1967 and had two

tours of duty in South
Vietnam. He was wounded
three times.
Sampson lives in San Jose
but attends San Francisco
State in pursuit of a B.A. in
Business Administration.
Sampson said the veterans
program at SJSU "has more
going for it" than most state
universities.
Since the Nixon administration began seven
years ago, Sampson said,
there has been a steady
disinterest by the administration in veterans
benefits.
"The Ford Administration
wants to end the G.I. Bill
altogether," he said. "A
couple of years ago many
to
hitchiked
veterans
Washington, D.C., to help
lobby for the Cranston bill.

KNTV stiI I airs condom ads,

commercial complaints slack off
By Tony Arneson
After only one month, the
condom commercial that
provoked a flood of both
outraged and approving
responses to a San Jose
television station no longer
attracts much attention.
The dispute arose when
station KNTV Channel Ill
decided to air the nation’s
first televised prophylactic
commercial on July 23.
The commercial shows a
young man and woman, both
wearing wedding rings,
running along a beach. The
announcer’s voice begins
with a Biblical quotation:

Parents
protest
continued from page 1
Parents will be referred to
agencies which provide
proper care, but those
agencies failing to meet all
the legal standards may be
headed for trouble, said
Shaw.
"If the law is not being
implemented, we will bring
the violations to the attention
of the proper authorities to
see that it is implemented,"
she said.
Other programs of the
public
include
group
education to combat the
prejudices and fears of the
community, "active and
aggressive participation in
all public mental health
planning sessions,
evaluation and origination of
legislation, and development
of alternative job and
housing opportunities for
mental patients.
"I know we sound
militant," Shaw said, "but
we consider ourselves very
positive, not out to tear
things down."

MOUNTAIN
SOFT PACK

"fo every thing there is a
season, and a time to every
purpose under heaven."
Then the 30-second spot
tells the viewer there is a
special time for having
children.
The prophylactic device is
not shown. The commercial
ends with the camera
panning in on the product’s
box.
The initial phoned complaints about the Trojan
condoms commercial were
enough to keep KNTV
operators busy for a night.
They were also enough to get
KNTV management to take
the commercial off the air,
according to general sales
manger Jack Yearwood.

KN’I’V decided to ask its
viewers to rate the commercial. During a July 25
news program they approved of it 8 to 1.
Yearwood said, "Many of
the people calling up thought
the commercial was in
better taste than some of the
feminine hygiene commercials."
said
the
Yearwood
response to the ad was heavy
for two weeks but is now
reduced to a daily postcard
or phone call.
Yearwood, concerned with
not offending KNTV viewers,
had the condom commercial
screened by the station’s
staff previous its airing.
"The staff includes a Jew,

a Baptist and a Catholic all
of whom thought the commercial was tastefully
done," said Yearwood.
One concession KNTV
made is showing the condom
commercial after 9 p.m.
when most small children
are asleep.
At the height of the controversy, the commercial
attracted the attention of not
only Bay Area residents and
media, but also Time
Magazine and the New York
Times.
Yearwood said KNTV is
the only station showing the
condom
commercial
although eight stations are
scheduled to show it in the
future.

StAVIAG YOU.

Fortunately, the measure
passed."
The bill authored by Sen.
Alan Cranston, D. -Calif.,
for
payment
allows
educational
veteran’s
benefits.
The SJSU Office of
Veterans Affairs, located in
Building R between the
reserve book room and
Morris Dailey Auditorium,
plans to become a one-stop
center for all veterans in the
community whether they are
students or not.
The veterans office is
usually involved in assisting
and informing veterans of
and
educational
their
financial opportunities.
"Our Outreach Program is
designated to go out into the
community to inform vets,
their families and survivors
of the aid that’s coming to
them," he said. "What we’re
trying to do is give the exserviceman or woman a
chance to get back into the
system again.
"We’ve estimated that at
least 50 per cent of veterans
don’t know what their
benefits are. It is our job to
get the word out because
most of them don’t usually
thing about such things."
According to Sampson, the
average Vietnam -era
veteran is still in the period
of readjustment.
"They’re usually in their
mid-20’s and are students
trying to improve their own
lives just like anyone else,"
he said.
"But unlike the World War
II serviceman, who received
massive aid from the
government, the vet today
has gone through an uphill
struggle to get help. Today,
the country’s priorities seem
to be directed away from the
VA and towards defense and
foreign aid," Sampson said.
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With More New and
Used Books Daily.
Open ’till 9 pm.
for Your
CONVENIENCE

157 *Man

Bookstore
San Jose State University

Dorm bill considered
A student’s dormitory
room at a public college may
not be searched without a
warrant if a bill passed last
week by the Assembly is
signed by Gov. Brown.
Prior to the introduction of
this bill, no statute defined a
student’s right of privacy. If
the bill is signed, they will
have the same constitutional
protections as residents of
private homes or apartments.
The bill, SB 1153, authored
by Sen. Robert Presley, D. Riverside, would simply
legalize procedures already
in procedures already in
practice at SJSU, according
to Larry James, administrative assistant to the

chief of university police.
In one incident last April
three students were arrested
in a dorm room for various
offenses including
possession of marijuana and
possession
of
stolen
property.
Search warrants were
obtained by university police
before the arrest, James
said.
"We treat the dorms like
individual apartments,"
James explained. "We
believe that the students
should be protected the way
anyone else is protected."
The bill is probably aimed
at one or two campuses in
the state college and
university system with more

conservative policies than
SJSU, according the Cordell
Koland, housing director.
"The bill simply puts into
law what we’ve always
thought was right," Koland
said.
Dorm employees have
never been allowed to enter a
room without the resident’s
permission
except
in
emergencies, according to
Jim Hurley, head resident of
West Hall.
One opponent of the bill,
Assemblyman
Mike
Antonovich, R. -Glendale.
contends that schools shout(
have the right to kncm
what’s happening in tax
payer-supported property
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All performances will be held in the Student Union Ballroom at 8pm

Tickets are

One Season Ticket to all of these concerts for students is SP
One Season Ticket to all of these concerts for general is $9
Single student tickets are SI .50
Single general tickets are $3.00
available at the Associated Students Business Office in the Student Union
Thursday September 1 I. 1975

Seven costumed players in a concert of Medieval and Renaissance music. Shawns,
Krumhoms, Racken. Sackbut. Psaltry. Organ. Lute. Viols, Viells. Rebec. Hurdy-gurdy,
Renaissance flutes and recorders. This is an informal concert with lots of talking
and perhaps some audience participation.

it

Costumed with set including virginals. Poetry and prose of Shakespearean times.
Voice and Virginals.

Win your
wheels.

He has been the music director for the Ashland Shakespeare Festival for some years.
Todd plays mans instruments including the Harpsichord and the Recorder

The finest Baroque music in the area with Harpsichord, Flute and Viola de Gamba.
BATAVUS MOPED bikes
25 Second Prizes
10-5pe0d HUFFY- bicycles

95

$23.96
BACKPACKING INKING
TES PACKS
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HIKING RENTALS1
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Guess how many Tot staples
are in the bowl.
T5i

, is staling yriu iight in the eye Just figure ii

deep and
Dui tishhowi is 5
high. 3
wide 4
holds 42 thl in
guess work when it COMPS 10 Our Tot
But there s
50 slauiiii that staples tacks mends and goes
*here., you, to is no tugger than a pack of gum.
Great how wire too Just $1 29’ with 1000 staples at
stalionety stores stationery departments and college

bookstores

Check out the Ciib Desk and Hand staplers too
Just S2 49’
The other thing you II want to get yOtr I ianda on is the
beautiful BATAVUS MOPED $4129. imported by
MITSUBISHI INT C CORP So Hackensack NJ UP to
120 notes per gallon
S., ’,oil riii,us Are 10 -Speed Ht ITFY hikes $95’
,1’..
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A specialist in the Clavichord and Fortepiano. Her concert includes a
discussion of the instruments first used by Mozart

A glonous way to end any senes -Their concert will include earls music as well as
traditional and early American Christmas songs.
Associated Students

a

